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REPORT CLASSIFIED
SUMMARY: THREE AMERICANS PROBABLY IDENTIFIED AS SURVEILLANCE TARGETS BY THE NPA. TWO OF THE THREE ARE CONFIRMED

TEXT: 1. THE REQUEST ON 9/11/12 BY THE COMMUNIST NEW PEOPLE'S ARMY (NPA) HAD EARLIER REPORTED POSSIBLE NPA SURVEILLANCE OF

SEP 90. THE NPA HAD MANAGED TO LOOK AT A PART OF A CARD FILE MAINTAINED IN THE NPA GENERAL COMMAND INTELLIGENCE SECTION. THE FILE CONTAINS CARDS (WITH PHOTOS) ON FOUR AMERICANS, OF WHICH SOURCE WAS ABLE TO LOOK AT THREE. ONE OF THEM WAS THE SOURCE. ALTHOUGH THE REAL NAME AND RANK WERE ADDED TO THE CARD SINCE THE LAST TIME THE SOURCE HAD SEEN IT, A SECOND CARD IN THE FILE WAS OF source WAS ABLE TO LOOK AT THREE. ALTHOUGH THE REAL NAME AND RANK WERE ADDED TO THE CARD SINCE THE LAST TIME THE SOURCE HAD SEEN IT, A SECOND CARD IN THE FILE WAS OF

THE CARD WAS ANNOTATED TO REFLECT THAT NPA HAD INITIATED ITS INVESTIGATION OF THE SOURCE AT THE REQUEST OF THE COMMUNIST PARTY'S NORTHEAST MINDANAO REGIONAL PARTY COMMITTEE. THE REQUEST WAS SUBMITTED AS A RESULT OF A TRIP TO NORTHEAST MINDANAO DURING MAY OF THIS YEAR, DURING WHICH THE TWO ATTACHES REPORTEDLY ASKED QUESTIONS DEALING WITH THE POLITICAL-MILITARY SITUATION. IN QUESTION IN FACT TRAVELED TO MINDANAO DURING MAY. HE FEELS THAT NPA HAS FORWARD INFORMED INFORMATION TO X (OPERATIONS), BUT HE HAS NO FURTHER INFORMATION ON WHAT ACTION MAY HAVE AWAID TAKEN OR DECIDED UPON

COMMENTS: -- L. --
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